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Why do lab work?

• Physics is an experimental science


• Develop scientific habits preparing them to be 21st 
century citizens


• Can promote scientific inquiry (“thinking like a physicist”)


• Creates opportunities to construct knowledge

American Association of Physics Teachers, AAPT Recommendations for the Undergraduate Physics Laboratory Curriculum, Report 
prepared by a Subcommittee of the AAPT Committee on Laboratories (2014).


American Physical Society, Phys21: Preparing Physics Students for 21st-Century Careers: A Report by the Joint Task Force on 
Undergraduate Physics Programs (APS, College Park, MD, 2016).



Need for change

• Limited resources available to schools and students


• Growing student population


• Provide accessibility


• Provide continuity of lecture/lab

President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, Engage to Excel: Producing One Million Additional College Graduates with 
Degrees in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (ExecutiveOffice of the President, Washington, DC, 2012).



The iOLab Device
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Labs offered



Example of At-Home Data 
Collection: Simple Harmonic Motion



Research Questions

• What are undergraduate students’ epistemological views 
of the value of laboratory tasks, socialization, and teacher 
support in the physics laboratory?


• What are the similarities and differences between these 
epistemological views when comparing students in 
traditional, in-person laboratory courses, and those in 
online laboratory courses?



Context of Study
• Study was conducted at a large, public university in 

northeastern United States


• Employed a quasi-experimental, non-equivalent group design


• Students were enrolled in a calculus based introductory 
physics course designed for first-year students during the last 
year


• Students surveyed were either enrolled in an in-person course 
with lectures and standard physics labs (n=747) or an online 
course with labs done at-home using a remote sensing 
device (n=251)



Theoretical Framework

Modified from Rosen and Kelly 2020 (Under Review)



Epistemological beliefs and 
attitudes about physics

Rosen and Kelly 2020 (Under Review)



Socialization

Rosen and Kelly 2020 (Under Review)



Help Seeking

Rosen and Kelly 2020 (Under Review)



Is online a viable alternate?

• Students in online labs have at least equal beliefs about 
physics as in person students ( � )


• Students in online lab do not value socialization as high 
as in person students ( � )


• Students have equal beliefs about help seeking (� )


• While we did not measure learning outcomes, they are 
often linked with attitudes

α = .86

α = .70

α = .71



Further Areas of Study

• Interviewing students to get more nuanced responses


• How do students in online learning environments connect 
with one another?


• Academic factors like physics comprehension, lab skills, 
and persistence


